INSTALLATION 
INSTRUCTIONS
1. R
 emove 23.6” of downspout from where the

Clean Rain™ is to be situated. Ensure all edges are
clean and smooth.

2. U
 sing the quick release tabs remove the Clean Shield™
by lifting it up and out.

3. F it the correct downspout adaptor to the bottom of

a. Screw Slots

b. Clean Shield™
Screen

the Clean Rain™.

4. Install the Clean Rain™ by sliding it up behind the top

section of cut downspout and then down into position.
The Clean Rain™ should be slid firmly onto the bottom
downspout until it can be pushed no further.

5. S crew the top of the Clean Rain™ in position through
the screw slots provided. Ensure appropriate screws
and anchors (if required) are used.

c. Quick Release
Tabs

d. On/Off
Switch

6. Insert the Clean Shield™ back into the Clean Rain™.

Ensure the Clean Shield™ is sitting firmly in place and
check installation is secure.
e. Breather

On/Off
The Clean Rain™ can be turned off so that no water is diverted. To do this simply
flick the switch on the front of the Clean Rain™ and in the next rainfall event all
water will be diverted to stormwater.

f. Adaptor

Maintenance
The Clean Rain™ is mostly self-cleaning,
however it may require occasional maintenance
in order to keep it functioning optimally.
RAIN HEAD – Simply lift the Clean Shield™
out by taking hold of the quick release tabs
and pull the Clean Shield™ screen upwards and
outwards, then hose or brush off any debris.
OUTLET – The outlet has an internal mosquito
barrier that prevents any mosquitoes from
entering the tank. To clean simply remove the
outlet by holding the unit in one hand and with
a firm pull remove the outlet adaptor. The
mosquito barrier sits within the outlet and
can be removed by hand.
FIRST FLUSH – The Smart Sense™ valve may
require the occasional clean to remove any
build-up of sediment. To clean remove the
Clean Rain™ from the wall and take the bottom
adaptor off the unit. To maintain optimum
performance the washers based at the bottom
of the Smart Sense™ valve should be replaced
approximately every 12 to 24 months.

g. Outlet
h. Valve
(Smart Sense™)
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Please register your Clean Rain™ product
online at www.rainharvesting.com for your
replacement reminder.
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